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Abst rac t  
In this paper, multipoint rational approximants o the Riesz-Herglotz transform of a Borel measure #, supported on 
[-~, 7r] are considered. We give estimates for the rate of convergence of these approximants. These estimates are obtained 
from the asymptotic behaviour of a sequence of rational functions, orthogonal with respect o # and having prescribed 
poles 1/~k, where {ctk}~ is a sequence of complex numbers compactly contained in the open unit disk. As an application 
we also give the rate of convergence of rational Szeg6 quadrature formulas for integrals with respect o /~. 
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I .  In t roduct ion  
For a given posit ive Borel measure /~ supported on the interval [ -n ,  n], the R iesz -Herg lotz  trans- 
form is defined as [1] 
i /; 7r el0 +z  d/~(0) D(t,z)dl~(O), D(t ,z)  t - z  ei0. - - -  = - -  t = (1 .1 )  F~(z )= _~U z ~ t+z '  
Throughout  the paper, we use the notation C for the complex plane, C = C U {zxz} for the extended 
complex  plane and ql- = {zEC: l z  I = 1}, 13 = {zEC: l z  I < 1}, and ~ = {zEC: [z  I > 1}, for the unit 
circle, the unit disk and the exterior o f  the unit disk, respectively.  
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We are mainly concerned with the study of sequences of modified rational approximants inter- 
polating F~ at the points {~k}~ C 13 and at the points {1/~k}~ C E. The precise definition of these 
approximants i explained in Section 3. Assume that Rn(z) is such an approximant and En(z) = 
F,(z) -Rn(z)  the corresponding error. Section 3 contains integral expressions for E,(z). The rate of 
convergence of the errors is investigated in Section 5. More precisely, it is investigated under what 
conditions the sequence {En(z)} satisfies 
lim sup [En(z)t 1In ~ h(z) < 1, (1.2) 
n ----+ O~ 
possibly for any z E C - q]-. 
In previous papers [3, 5, 10], the authors studied orthogonal rational functions with poles among 
the prescribed points {1/~k}~ and orthogonal with respect o/t. These play a fundamental role also 
in this paper and therefore we shall recall the relevant properties of these functions in Section 2. 
These are used in Section 3 to derive the integral expressions for the interpolation error E,(z). From 
the formula (1.2) it turns out that to settle the problem for the rate of convergence, we should 
know the root asymptotic behaviour of the orthogonal rational functions. Such results are obtained 
in Section 4 and applied in Section 5. The modified approximants can be used to construct he 
so-called rational Szeg6 formulas to approximate integrals of the form 
// I~{f} = f(ei°)d~(O). 
TC 
These quadrature formulas are extensions of the quadrature formulas introduced by Jones et al. [19] 
in connection with the solution of the trigonometric moment problem. From the estimates for 
the rate of convergence for the multipoint rational approximants, we therefore asily derive esti- 
mates for the rate of convergence of these quadrature formulas. Some preliminary results for the 
convergence of multipoint rational approximants and these rational Szeg6 formulas were obtained 
in [11]. 
2. Preliminaries 
Orthogonal rational functions will play a fundamental role. We introduce their definition and their 
main properties. 
Let ~ = {~k}~ be a given sequence in D with ~0 fixed to be 0 and consider the nested spaces 
~n of rational functions of type (n, n) (i.e., their numerator and denominator have degree n at most) 
which are spanned by the basis of Blaschke products {Bk}~, where 
~k 0~ n - -  2 
B0 = 1, Bn(z) = ( l ( z ) " "  (n(Z), n = 1,2,... with - I kl 1 - nZ" 
By construction we set ~k/l~k] = -1  for ~k = 0. Thus Bk(z) = z k when all ~k = 0, thus in that case 
5¢n = H,, the space of polynomials of degree at most n. Introducing 
n n 
co,(z) = 1- I (z -  ~j) and n,(z) = IX(1 -~ jz ) ,  (2.1) 
j= l  j= l  
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we can set 
B.(z) - )" (I . .  = ( - l  J:, 
and 
= span{Bk:k = 0, 1,...} = [ p(z) :pen.}. 
L 
Thus ~ is the space of rational functions with poles among the prescribed points {1/~k}]'. 
Given the positive measure/z, an inner product is defined as 
( f ,  9) = ( f  , g)~ = f(e~°)9(ei° ) dp(O) = I,{f-O}. 
7r 
Orthonormalizing the basis functions B0, B1 . . . .  with respect to this inner product gives a sequence of 
orthonormal rational functions {q~k}~. We assume that/~ is normalized by f_~ d#(0) = I~{1} = 1, 
so that, for example, q~0 = 1. Furthermore, q~k E ~ - ~-1  and q~k _1_ ~_1,  k = 1,2 . . . . .  
We also introduce the substar conjugate transformation f , (z )  = f(~),  2 = 1/~ which allows to 
define for f ,  E L.q°~ - Lf~_l the superstar conjugate as ~(z )  = B,(z)f ,(z).  
In [3], it was proved that all the zeros of dpn(Z) are in D, or equivalently, all the zeros of ~b*(z) 
are in l:. Moreover, the system {qS*}~ satisfies the orthogonality properties 
(~b*)f = O, VfEL~(cx.) = { fE~: f (~. )  = 0}. 
Some other notation: ~n* = {f* ' f  E ~} and Lf' = U.~=o ~ and Z.e, = U.%o ~n* and for nonnegative 
integers p and q we set 
Note that when all ~k = 0, then ~ = /7 is the space of polynomials, ~p,q = A_p,q, the space 
of Laurent polynomials of the form ~q cjzJ, cj E C. The space ~ = Un=0 n is the rational ]=-p 
generalisation of the space A of Laurent polynomials and in this paper, it will take the role played 
by A in [19, 8] (see also [17]). The so-called functions of the second kind, associated with ~bn were 
also introduced in [3] as 
~o = 1, @n(z) = I#{O( t , z ) [~)n(Z) -  ~bn(/)]}, n = 1 ,2 , . . . .  
In fact, it can be shown that 
f ( t )  
By taking the superstar conjugate we obtain 
ff*(z) = 1 u {D(t,z) I f ( t )  ' * ' "  (b*(z)] } [~)n( t )  - 
Vf E ~L~(,_l)*,f ~ 0. 
Vf E~LP~*(1/~n),f ~ O, 
(2.2) 
(2.3) 
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where ~n*(W) = { f  E ~.  : f (w)  = 0}. For the computation of I~{f},  we shall introduce quadrature 
formulas of the form 
n 
In{f} = ~-~Aj, nf(xj, n) (2.4) 
j=l 
such that I~,{f} = In{f} for all f C @,q with p and q as large as possible. It is well known 
that for quadrature formulas on an interval, one can take the nodes xj,, to be zeros of orthogonal 
polynomials, or in the rational case, of the orthogonal rational functions. In the present case where 
integration is over the unit circle, the zeros of the orthogonal rational functions are in D and are 
therefore not appropriate nodes, since we want the nodes xj,, to be on 1-. Therefore, the functions 
= 4)n(Z)+ 
are introduced. It is shown in [3] that the zeros of Q~(z, z) are all simple and lie on ql-. These 
functions are called paraorthogonal; they are orthogonal to all functions in 5en_l n L'en(en). For the 
quadrature formulas, based on the zeros of ~(z,  z), we recall the following results proved in [4]; 
see also [9, 12]. 
Theorem 2.1. (i) For each n>~ 1 there cannot exist an n-point quadrature formula of  the form 
(2.4) with distinct nodes on Y which is exact (i.e., I ,{ f}  = In{f}) in ~-q'~-l,n or ~,n-1. 
(ii) Let Xl,n,...,xn,, be the zeros of  the paraorthogonal function Q~(z,z), ]z] = 1. Then there 
exist positive numbers Al,n,...,A,,n such that formule (2.4) is exact in ~,-1 = ~-1, , -1.  
Theorem 2.2. Consider an n-point formula as in (2.4) with distinct nodes xj,, E 1-. Then In{f} is 
exact in ~,-1 = ~n-l,n-1 i f  and only if the followin9 two conditions are satisfied 
(i) In{f} is exact in ~p,q, p and q nonnegative inte#ers uch that p + q = n - 1. 
(ii) I f  we write )~n(z) = Nn(z)/Trn(z)E 5f~ with Nn(z) = 1--[~.=1(z- xj,n), then there exist complex 
numbers 2n ¢ 0 and z, E Y such that Zn(z) = 2n[dpn(Z) + znqS*(z)], i.e., Zn is paraorthooonal. 
Thus, we see that a one-parameter family of quadrature formulas of the form (2.4) can be con- 
structed where paraorthogonal rational functions play the role of the orthogonal polynomials or 
functions in the construction of Gaussian quadrature formulas. Quadrature formulas based on or- 
thogonal polynomials or rational functions have recently been studied in [25, 16] for evaluation of 
integrals over [-1, 1]. 
Finally, in [9], the following result was proved. 
Theorem 2.3. Let In{f) ,  n = 1,2 .... be a sequence of  quadrature formulas characterized & 
1-  Theorem 2.2. Then, /f ~k=l( I kl) = 
lina ln{ f}  = Iu{f},  VfER~(T), 
where R, (Y)  is the class of  the integrable functions, i.e., for which Iu{f}  exists. 
The quadrature formula I ,{ f}  appearing in Theorem 2.2 will be called an n-point rational Szeg6 
quadrature formula or an R-Szeg5 quadrature for short. 
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Remarks. 1. In Theorem 2.3, nothing is said about error bounds or rate of convergence. This is 
done in Sections 3 and 5 of this paper. 
2. Initially, the parameters "/7 n E ~- do not seem to have influence on the convergence of the 
resulting R-Szeg5 formulas. However, for the polynomial situation (i.e., 7k = 0 for all k), some 
numerical experiments were reported in [17] (see also [26]). These experiments reveal that the 
ultimate accuracy reached can depend on the chosen value of ~,. As far as we know, such influence 
has not been analysed theoretically, not even in the simple polynomial case. 
3. Multipoint rational approximation 
In this section and the subsequent ones, we consider ational functions of type (n,n) and, if there 
is no confusion possible, we shall not explicitly mention this fact. 
It is well known that rational functions (of any type) play an important role in approximation 
theory, both from a theoretical and an applied point of view. This is clearly illustrated by classical 
Pad6 approximants (PA) which approximate a function maximally in one point, usually the origin 
or infinity. The function is assumed to be given in terms of the coefficients of its Taylor series 
or its asymptotic expansion at that point. Multipoint Pad6 approximants (MPA) are one of the 
possible generalizations where it is assumed that information about the function is known in more 
than one point. Although more general definitions can be given [14], for our purposes, it will be 
sufficient to start from a function f analytic in a (bounded or unbounded) region G of C. It is 
assumed that we have information about f in a number of interpolation points in G. It is possible 
to consider the general situation where a non-Newtonian triangular array of interpolation points 
{%n : j  = 1,.. . ,n;n = 1,2,...} is given but we shall not do this here. Because of the special 
character of the function f ( z )  = F~(z), it will be convenient for our purposes to consider not one 
but two sequences of interpolation points: ~ = {c~k}~ and fl = {flk}~ in G. Set 
k k 
oSk(z )=H(z -~k)  and ~k(z )=H(z - f l k ) ,  
j--0 j--0 
k = 0 ,1 , . . . .  
Let p, q and n be nonnegative integers with n fixing the type (n, n) of the rational functions consid- 
ered. A rational function Fn(z) = Pn(z)/Q,(z) is said to be a multipoint rational approximant (MRA) 
to f ( z )  of order (p + 1, q + 1) in the weak sense if 
[(Dp(Z)~q(Z)] -I [f(z)Q~(z) - Pn(Z)] (3.1) 
is analytic in G and it is a MRA in the strong sense if 
[(~)p(Z ) ~q(Z )] -1 [ f (z)  - Pn(z ) /~(z  )] (3.2) 
is analytic in G. Since we shall allow an interpolation point to be ~,  we should be careful to 
interpret his definition for that special case. The rule is that in eSn and ~n, the factors corresponding 
to c~ are replaced by 1 [27] and if l = q + 1 - deg(~q) > 0, then (3.1) should be replaced by 
f(z)Qn(z) - Pn(Z) = [O~p(Z) ~q(z)]h(z) 
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with h(z) analytic in G and satisfying h(z) = O((z-1) p+q+2) as z ~ c~. Similarly, if l > 0, we 
should add to (3.2) l extra interpolation conditions at c~ given by 
f ( z )  -Pn(z)/Q~(z) = O((z-1)t+l), z ~ ~.  
Since the rational approximant Pn/Q, depends on 2n + 1 parameters, the highest reachable order 
corresponds to p + q = 2n-  1. The MRA with this maximal order are called multipoint Pad6 
approximants (MPA). The MPA in the weak sense always exists. However (unlike the polynomial 
case where approximants of type (n,0) are considered), the existence of  MPA in the strong sense 
cannot, in general, be guaranteed [24]. 
When p ÷ q = n -  1, we can fix the polynomial Qn and it can be verified that a unique polynomial 
Pn exists so that (3.2) is satisfied. Such an approximant is called a multipoint Pad6-type approximant 
(MPTA). More generally, one could fix a suitable part of the numerator and of  the denominator. 
We then get partial Pad6 approximants (see [2, 15]). These approximants are however out of the 
scope of this paper. 
The MPTA, i.e., the situation where p÷q = n-  1 and Q~ is a fixed polynomial is what Walsh calls 




with z E G such that 
After this general 
f ( z )  = Fu(z) = 
1 .~ ~Op(Z)~Zq(z)Qn(x) f (x )  
2ni - .  ~ x - - z  dx (3.3) 
Q~(z) # 0 and F = 0G, the boundary of  G. 
outline, we shall restrict our attention to the function (1.1), i.e., 
f 'D( t ,z )d#(O) ,  t = e i0 
(~ - V = G. We shall take ~ = {ct~}~ c ~ (~0 = 0) and /~ = ~ = {02k}~ C n: which is analytic in 
with ~k = 1/Nk, k = O, 1 , . . . .  Accordingly, we replace &k and nk by 
k k 
~ok(z) = l--[(z - ctj) and nk(z) = l-I(1 - ~jz), k = 1,2,. . .  
j= l  j= l  
and write the factor z - ct0 = z explicitly. I f  ~(z )  is a polynomial with all its zeros in T, we have 
from (3.3), 
F,(z) - Fn(z) = F,(z) P,(z) __ 1 f ZOgp(Z)nq(z)Qn(x) F~(x)_ dx (3.4) 
Q_~(z) 2hi Jr X~Op(X)nq(x)Q,(z) x - z 
for z E Int(F), F being any Jordan curve contained in (2 - ~. Eq. (3.4) gives the error expression 
for the MPTA F~(z) of order (p  + 1,q + 1), p + q = n - 1, with preassigned enominator ~(z )  
with zeros in ~-. 
By application of Fubini's theorem and having (1.1) in mind, we can rewrite (3.4) for z E Int(F) 
as  
t'+x z  =eiO 
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To fix the ideas, we can consider F = Tr U TR with 0 < r < 1 < R where for 6 > 0, T~ = {z E 
C :]z] = 6} so that in this case the interior of F is the exterior of an annulus Int(F) = {z C C : 
]z] < r} U {zEC: Iz[ >R}. If we denote by F -  the curve F, oriented in negative sense, then (3.5) 
becomes with this choice of F, 
ei0 
Q~(z) ~ ~ - x%(x)%(x) t~xxZz j  d#(0), t = (3.6) 
If we assume that ~ is compactly contained in if), then it is always possible to choose r and R such 
that the function 
Q~(x) t + x 
g(x)  - 
X(Dp(X)7~q(X)  -- Z 
is analytic in Int(F-)  = {zE C :r < [z[ < R}. Hence, using the Cauchy integral formula, we obtain 
F~(z) - F~(z) - 2z%(z )%(z )  f~  Q~(t) dp(0) t -- e i°. (3.7) 
Q~(z) ~ ~Op(t)~Zq(t) t - z ' 
This formula was also derived in [11] in a different way. 
Remark. For a general MRA in the strong sense of order (p + 1, q + 1 ), it is sometimes said that in 
this situation it has order p + 1 in D and order q + 1 in IF. By a balanced order (p + 1,q + 1) we 
mean that ]p -  q] ~< 1, both in the weak and in the strong sense. Since, in general, p + q<<,2n- 1, 
the maximal balanced order is obtained for the order (n,n + 1) and (n + 1,n), in which case we 
have balanced MPAs. In the sequel, we shall be concerned with balanced approximants that are 
one interpolation condition short of being a balanced MPA. These are called (multipoint) modified 
approximants (MA). 
In order to investigate MRAs with balanced order, it will be convenient to recall the close con- 
nection between MRAs to Fu and R-Szeg6 quadrature formulas. This is similar to the connection 
that exists between Gauss-Christoffel formulas and Pad6 approximants o a Stieltjes function when 
the measure is supported on the real line. 
Let ff be the set of all regions G (closed and connected) in C such that 7 C G, 0 ~ G and 
G n {~ U ~} = (3. Suppose that F = 8G is a finite union of Jordan curves. Suppose G E ~q and 
suppose that f is a function analytic in G. From Cauchy's theorem, it then follows that 
f ( z )  = ~ z - x 
whenever z is interior in G. From (3.8) and Fubini's theorem, it results that 
/__~ 1 f r  ( ~ )  I v{ f}  = f (e i° )d#(O)  = ~ F~(x) - dx. 
7[ 
Let Fn(z) be 
we have the 
F . (z )  - 
(3.8) 
(3.9) 
a rational function of type (n, n) with n distinct poles {xj,. : j  = 1,... ,n} on ]1-, then 
simple partial fraction decomposition 
n n 
P.(z) X-"A. x / , .+z  ~-~A/,.D(xj,.,z). (3.10) 
j= l  ~J ,n  - -  Z j= l  
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Set 
In{f} = ~-~Aj,,f(xj, n). 
j=l 
Using the Newton interpolation formula plus error term for D(t,z), namely (see [7]), 
m ZfDm(Z ) 
t + z _ 1 + 2 + 2( t  




ff-~ tkrck-l(z) 2 tm+lT~m(Z) 
t+z_  1-2  zkzck(t) + zm(t_z)ZCm(t ), tE-~ (3.13) t - -z k=l 
((3.13) is deduced from ((3.12) by using a substar conjugate), we obtain the following lemma (see 
[11] for the case p+q =n-  1). 
Lemma 3.1. Let F, be as in (3.10) and In{f} as in (3.11). Then the followin9 statements are 
equivalent 
(i) F,(z) given by (3.10) is a MRA to F,(z) of order (p+ 1,q+ 1) in the stron9 sense. 
(ii) In{f} given by (3.11) is exact in ~p,q. 
From this lemma, we immediately get the following corollary. 
Corollary 3.2. Let Fn be as in (3.10) and In{f} as in (3.11). Suppose In{f} is exact in ~¢p,q. 
Then, for any function f ,  analytic in G E ~ and F = OG: 
1 fr  ( f (x ) )dx .  (3.14) In{f} = ~ Fn(x) 2x 
By (3.14) we immediately get an error expression for such a quadrature: 
1 fr ( f(x)~dx (3.15) I ,{ f}  - In{f} = ~i  [F~(x) - F~(x)] \ 2x / 
when f is analytic in G. By Theorem 2.2 and Lemma 3.1, we have immediately the following 
corollary. 
Corollary 3.3. (1) There cannot exist a balanced MRA for F u of maximal balanced order (i.e., 
a MPA of balanced order) with poles on qL 
(2) The only MRAs for F, of balanced order (n,n) in the stron9 sense are those whose poles 
are the zeros of the paraorthogonal functions ~pn(z) + Zndp*(z), zn E -~ with respect to I~. 
The MRAs of order (n,n) addressed in the last corollary are the ones that we shall concentrate 
on in the sequel. They depend on a parameter zn E ~- and they are called modified approximants 
(MA). We shall denote them as  Rn(z, Zn). The following representation holds (see [12]): 
Rn(z, zn) = ~bn(z) -- "~n~l:(Z) (3.16) 
~)n(Z) ~- "One n (Z) 
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where 0n are the orthogonal rational functions for # and ~9n are the associated functions of the 
second kind. 
We first give a result concerning uniform convergence of  these MA (see also [3]). 
Theorem 3.4. Suppose ~a(1- l~k[ )  = ~.  Then the sequence o fMA {Rn(z, Zn): n = 1,2,. . . ;ZnCT} 
given by (3.16) converges locally uniformly to Fu(z) in C - Y. 
X n n Proof. Let { j,n}0 be the zeros of  Qn(z, zn) and let In{f} = ~-~j=lAj, nf(Xj, n) be the corresponding 
n-point R-Szeg6 quadrature formula. By definitions (3.10) and (3.11) we can write for all z E D U E: 
Rn(Z, zn) = ~-~ Aj, nD(xj, n,z) = In{D(t,z)}. 
j= l  
(3.17) 
Since {In{f}: n = 1,2,.. .} converges for any integrable function f E R,(q]-) by Theorem 2.3, we 
deduce that {Rn(z, zn): n = 1,2 . . . .  } converges pointwise to Iu{D(t,z)} = Fu(z). For z in a compact 
subset of D, the rest of  the proof is an immediate consequence of  the Stieltjes-Vitali theorem [18] 
because from (3.17) we see that {Rn(z,~n)} is a normal family. For z in a compact subset of  E, the 
result is obtained by considering substar conjugates. [] 
The rate of convergence of these MA will be discussed in Section 5. 
For the error En(z,z,) = Fu(z ) -Rn(z,  zn) we draw the following expression from [12], which is 
readily obtained from (2.2) and (2.3): 
En(z, zn) -- 1 F f(z)Qn(z, zn) a-~D(t'z)f(t)Qn(t'zn)d#(O)' t = e i°, (3.18) 
where Qn (z, z) = q~n (Z) + Z q~* (Z) and f is any function in ~n-  1)* A 5¢,. ( 1/~n ) which is not identically 
zero. By Lemma 3.1 we can also make use of  (3.7) to get 
2Zmp(Z)~Zq(Z) f~ zn(t, zn) d#(0) t = e i°, (3.19) 
En(z, Zn) -  Zn(Z, Zn) ~ ~Op(t)~Zq(t) t - -Z '  
p and q being nonnegative integers with p + q = n - 1 and Zn(Z, Zn) defined by Q,(z, zn) = 
Zn(Z, Zn)/7~n(Z). This formula does not explicitly show the interpolation properties of the approxi- 
mants. These will come out more clearly in the formulas derived in the following theorem. 
Theorem 3.5. I f  Rn(z, zn) is the MA to F~ of(3.16), then for all z E D U E and n > 2, the 
approximation error is given by 
2zco,_l(Z)~,_l(Z) f~ Z,(t,z,) d#(0) 
En(z, zn) = 
Zn(Z, Zn) J--~ ~n-l(t)~on-l(t) t --Z 
(3.20) 
_ 2o~,_l(z)~,_l(z) f~  
z"-2Z,(Z, ~,) 
Z,(t,z,)t "-~ d#(O) 
cO,_l(t)~Zn_~(t)  -- z 
(3.21) 
where t = e i° and Zn(Z,Z,) = Q,(z,z,)g,(z). 
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ProoL  For the first formula, we choose f ( z )= (1 -~ .z ) / ( z -  7._l)E ~a(._l). N ~. . (1 /~.)  in (3.18) 
to get 
Z -- ~n--1 f~  
En(z, Zn) = (1-~n-z)Qn--~(Z, Zn) Qn(t, zn)D(t,z) t!~_ ~,-~"t dp(0). 
Next we replace D(t,z) by (3.12) with m = n - 2 and use orthogonality properties of Q.(z,z.) to 
find 
(z - ~n_l)2ZCOn_2(z ) /~_ 1 - ~.t Q.(t,z.) d/~(0), t = e i0. 
Since Q.(z,-c.)= Zn(Z,T,n)/~n(Z), the proof of the first formula follows. 
For the second formula, we use (3.19) with p = n - 1 (hence q = 0) and (3.13) with m = n - 1. 
Taking into account hat 
2 1 
t - z  t 
[D(t,z) + 1] 
and using the orthogonality properties of Q,(z, r n), the second formula is obtained. [] 
Remarks. 1. From (3.22), it is not immediately clear that limz--,~En(z, n) = 0 since the integral 
in (3.20) tends to zero as z ~ c~, but the preceding factor tends to infinity. The interpolation at 
infinity is displayed by the second formula (3.21). Thus, we need the two formulas to display all 
the interpolation properties. Therefore, we give in Theorem 3.6 below yet another formula for the 
error. 
2. Formula (3.21) could also be obtained from (3.18) by using 
(1 - -  ~.t)Tz._2(t) 
f ( t )  = og,_l(t) 
3. When all ~k = 0, then the MPA become two-point Pad6 approximants (2PA). The latter were 
studied by Jones et al. [19] in connection with the trigonometric moment problem and continued 
fractions. Estimation of the error and rates of convergence of these 2PA were given in a recent 
paper [8]. 
The formula below shows all the interpolation properties. It shall be used in Section 5. 
Theorem 3.6. For the error of the MA Rn(z, Zn), we have for all z C D tA ~_ and n > 2 
E . (z ,z . )=2z~°. - l ( z )~z . - l ( z ) [ f~ 
Zn (Z) 
where 
f_ = - 
Z2(t) d/~(O) ] 
rC._l(t)cO._l(t)(t - z) + 6. , (3.22) 
t = e i0, (3.23) 
and Q.(z, z.) = Zn(Z)/~.(Z). 
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Proof. We recall the error expression given in (3.20). Without loss of generality (see (3.22)), we 
may assume that Z.(z) is monic. Thus, 
)~.(t) - g.(z) _ t._l + P(t),  P E 11._2, 
t - z  
so that 
Zn(t) -- Zn(Z) t "-1 + P( t )  
o9,_l(t)rtn_l(t)(t -- z)  rc,_l(t)m,_l(t) 
Therefore, 
[ z.(t)- z)] 
Zn(t) [rCn_l(t)oO,_l(t)(t- 
and also 
Zn(t) [ Zn( t ) -Zn(Z)  ] 
f_~ L rCn_, (t--~.-~ ( t~- -  z)] 
d#(O) 
(1 - -  ~.t)[t"-' + P( t ) ]  
~.(t)o~._l(t) 
Q,(t, Zn)(1 - ~,t)[t "-1 + P(t)] 
W._l(t) 
~ Qn(t, Zn)tn-l(1 - ~nt) 
= ~ ( -On- - l ( t )  d#(0) 
÷ ~ an(t'~n)e(t)o~(.ll(t~nt)d#(O)" 
The second term on the right-hand side equals zero by the paraorthogonality of Q,. Setting the first 
term equal to fin, we have by (3.20) the desired form for the error. 
It remains to prove (3.23). Since t ~-~ = co~_l(t)+ ~]=--0 z yj~j(t), we find by the paraorthogonality 
of Qn that (3.23) holds indeed. [] 
Remark. The presence of the "strange" term f,  in (3.22) is due to the deficiencies in the orthog- 
onality properties of Q,. For a Stieltjes function with a measure on the real line, true orthogonal 
instead of paraorthogonal functions are used and this term will not appear, cf. with e.g. [23]. 
To end this section, we give a result concerning the existence of MPA with balanced order, 
i.e., order (n,n + 1) or (n + 1,n). It can be found in [5]. For a proof see [3]. It expresses the 
interpolation of R, = - f f , /¢ ,  in the points 0 = ~0, 0~1,''', an--l, ~0,'-. ,  ~n and of R, ~ = ~b~,/¢,, in the 
points ~0,..-, ~n, &0,..., &,-~. 
Theorem 3.7. With the notations &troduced before, we have 
(1) B,(z)[F~(z) + ~,(Z)/4>n(Z)] = h(z), h analytic in E and limz__+~ h(z )= 0. 
(2) B,_ l (z) [F , (z)¢n,(z)  - ~,,(z)] = O(z), 0 analytic in ~ and limz__+~ O(z) = O. 
(3) [B,_l(Z)]- l [F~(z)¢,(z) + ~bn(z)] = h(z), h analytic in D and h(O) = O. 
(4) [Bn_I(z)]-I[F~(z) - ~n,(Z)/¢,,(Z)] = g(Z), g analytic in D and g(O) = O. 
This implies 
Corollary 3.8. Defining Rn(z) = -@n(z) /¢, (z)  and RX, (z) = ~9,,(z)/q~n,(z) = ~k,*(z)/¢*(z), we have: 
1. R, (z)  is an analytic function in F_ and it is the MPA to F,(z)  o f  order (n, n + 1 ) in the weak 
sense. 
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2. RXn (Z) is an analytic function in 13 and it is the MPA to F~(z) o f  order (n+ 1,n) in the weak 
sense. 
In [5], it was proved that the sequence {RnX(Z)} converges to F~(z) locally uniformly in D and 
the sequence {R.} converges to the same function locally uniformly in E. In Section 5 we give 
estimates of the rate of convergence for both these sequences. 
We close this section by deriving also for the approximant R. an expression for the approximation 
error which clearly reflects the interpolation properties of Rn. An expression for the error of Rn ~ can 
be obtained similarly or derived from the one below by substar conjugation. 
Theorem 3.9. Let Rn = --~n/ff)n denote the MPA as defined above, with approximation error 
~ln(Z) 
En(Z ) = F~(z) - Rn(z) = F~(z) + Cn(Z----- ~ . 
Then for  z E f13 U E_ 
2Z n f" C~2n(t)nn(t) ei0. 
Ztn(Z)q~Z(z) _~ (t ~ ~ t )  d#(O), t = (3.24) 
Proof. By setting "C n = 0 in (3.18) we find 
E.(z) - 1 f "_ ¢ . (z ) f (z )  ~D(t'Z)~n(t)f(t)d#(O)'  t = e iO. 
Since 
t +z  2z 
D(t , z ) - -  - -  - -1+- - ,  
t - z  t - z  
we can write 
_ 2z f f  d?.(t)__f_(t) 
E.(z) d#(O), 
d?.(z)f(z) J_~ t - z 
Let ~)n(Z) = Pn(Z)/7~n(Z), Pn E Hn, then 
P . ( t )  - e . ( z )  
t - z  
- -P(z)  E 1I._1. 
Thus, 
p2(t ) f ( t )  q~.(t)P.(z)f(t) 
n.(t)(t - z) t - z 
= ~. ( t )P (z ) f ( t ) .  
t = e i0. 
We now choose f ( t )  = 1/~n_ l ( t  ) E ~(n- l )* ,  then by the orthogonality properties of q~., we get 
1 f~_ 492.(t)n.(t) ei0, 
d#(0) - P.(z) ~ (t Z ~ t )  d#(0), t = 
~_ dp.(t)f(t) 
. t - z  
(3.25) 
which finally yields the desired expression. [] 
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Remarks. 1. The error (3.24) for these maximal balanced order approximants (MPA) R, based on 
the orthogonal rational functions should be compared with the error (3.22) for the nearly maximal 
balanced order approximants (MA) based on the paraorthogonal rational functions. 
2. Note that (3.24) displays all the interpolation conditions, i.e., if we could assure that for 
a given n, ~b, does not vanish in the points ao =0,~l , ' ' ' ,0~n- -1 ,  then we see that R,(~k) =Fu(~k ), 
k=0,1  . . . . .  n -1  and 
Rn(1/~k)=F~(1/~k), k - -  1 . . . . .  n; l im[Rn(z ) -F~(z ) ]=O.  
Z ----~ 00  
4. Asymptoties for orthogonal rational functions 
In this section we consider the convergence of the orthogonal rational functions ~b,(z) and of 
the quasiorthogonal rational functions Q,(z,z,). We give results about ratio asymptotics for the q~n, 
which implies nth root asymptotics for the ~b n and the Qn. This will lead in the next section to 
estimates of the rate of convergence of sequences of modified approximants to the function Fu(z ) 
and of quadrature formulas. 
To formulate the theorems, we need to consider the following conditions for the measure: 
(S) f_~ log #'(0) dO > -c~ (Szeg6 condition), 
(R) # '> 0 a.e. (Rakhmanov condition) 
and the following conditions for the basic points ctk 
(B) ~(1  - ]~kl) = c~ (Blaschke condition) 
(C) The set ~ is compactly contained in D (compactly contained condition). 
Remarks. 1. The condition log/fELl  is the well-known Szeg6 condition. If it is satisfied, the spectral 
factor 
} o'(z) = exp D(t,z)logl~'(O)dO , t = e i0 
7~ 
is well defined. 
2. The weaker condition (R) was considered by Erd6s for the interval [ -1,  1]. Erd6s and Turfin 
used it to prove convergence in L2. Therefore, it is sometimes called the Erd6s condition. Rakhmanov 
used this condition to prove that the recurrence coefficients of the associated orthogonal polynomials 
behave asymptotically as the recurrence coefficients of the Chebyshev polynomials. 
3. The condition (B) implies that the Blaschke product diverges, i.e., Bn(z) goes to zero locally 
uniformly in D. Obviously, condition (C) implies condition (B). 
We first recall some results about ratio asymptotics which can be found in Li and Pan [20] when 
conditions (S) and (B) hold. For the case where conditions (S) and (C) hold, Theorem 4.1 also 
easily follows from Theorem 6.12 in [6]. 
Theorem 4.1. Assume that conditions (S) and (B) hold and let d~, be the orthonormal rational 
functions for ~ and ~(z) the spectral factor of  Ft. Then 
lim ~b*(z)(1 - ~,z) ~(0) - - -  locally uniformly in ~). 
4,*(0) 
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Theorem 4.2. Assume that conditions (S) and (B) hold and let kn(z, w) = ~=0 g&(z)dpk(w) be the 
reproducin9 kernel for ~ ,  and denote the Sze96 kernel for Hz(D) as 
s(z, w)  = [(1 - 
Then we have 
lim k,(z,w) = s(z,w) locally uniformly in ~) × D. 
These theorems imply the following result. 
Theorem 4.3. Assume conditions (S) and (C) hold. Then for the orthonormal rational functions 
gPn we have the followin9 local uniform convergence in the indicated reoions: 
ep.(z) - - -0 ,  z E. lim ~b*(z) - O' z E D and lira ~b*(z) 
Proof. The second part follows from the first part by taking superstar conjugates. Thus, we only 
have to prove the first part. By Theorem 4.2 we have 
lim k,(z,z)= s(z,z) locally uniformly in •. 
n---+ O~ 
But, since k.(z,z) = ~=0 Iq~k(z)[ 2, and since ~=o [~bk(z)[ 2 converges locally uniformly in D, we 
get limn__,~ ~b.(z) = 0 locally uniformly in D. In combination with Theorem 4.1 this gives 
lim qS,(z)qS*(0) = 0. 
,~  qS*(z)(1 - "~n z) 
Since ~ is compactly contained in D, there exists some R, 0 < R < 1, such that 
1 1 1 
Thus, 
lim ~b,(z)~b*(0) _ 0. (4.1) 
¢*.(z) 
Now, using the Christoffel-Darboux formula [3] 
~pk(Z)¢k(W ) ~- ~)n (Z)~)n (W) -- ~n(Z)~n(W)~)n(Z)~)n(W ) 
k=0 1 - -  ~n(Z)~n(W) 
for z ---- w = 0, we find 
IqS*(0)l 2 - I~,(0)l:lq~,(0)l 2 = (1 - I~n(0)12)~ Iq~k(0)l z.
k=0 
Thus, because there exists an R < 1 such that I~nl ~<R, for all n = 1,2,... 
IqS*(0)[z>~(1-1(,(0)le)[~b0(0)l z= 1 -1~, I2~>l -R  2 - -A>0,  n= 1,2,. . . .  
The proof then follows from (4.1) and (4.3). [] 
(4.2) 
(4.3) 
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Remark. In [21, Theorem 2.3], Pan proved that under the weaker condition (R) for the measure 
and (B) for the basic points one has 
lim (b*(z)(1 - ~nz) = 0 locally uniformly in ~:. 
Cn(z) (z  - 
Without assuming condition (S) we were not able to remove the factor (1 -~nz) / ( z -  ~,) from the 
left-hand side. 
For the ratio asymptotics of the sequence {¢n(z)) we have another theorem by Pan [21]. 
Theorem 4.4. Let conditions (R) and (B) hold. Then for the orthonormal functions ~)n we have 
locally uniform convergence in the indicated regions 
(1 - ~n+lZ)¢ ;4_ l (Z )¢ ; (O)  : 1, z E 
1. l im.~ (1 - -  --a nz)(~n(z)¢n+l(O)* * 
2. l im._~ ~n+l (1 -~n+lZ)On+l(z)q~*(O) __ l, z E N=. 
I~n+ll ( z -  ~n)On(Z)¢7,+l(0 ) 
ProoL The first formula is Theorem 2.2 in Pan [21] and the second formula is again obtained by 
taking substar conjugates in the first one. [] 
Remark. 1. If condition (R) is replaced by condition (S) in the previous theorem, then the result 
follows immediately from Theorem 4.1. 
2. When all ~k = 0, then the first part of Theorem 4.4 becomes 
lim Cn+l(Z)q~n (0) __ 1. 
¢° (z )¢ .+, (0 )  
But in the polynomial case, we also have limn+~ * * qS,+l(0)/~b . (0) = 1 (see, e.g., [21, Lemma 3.4]) 
and thus we have then limn+~ * * ¢.+l(z)/qSn (z) = 1 locally uniformly in D. Similarly, Theorem 4.4(2) 
implies that in the polynomial case limn+~ qbn+l(Z)/¢n(Z)= Z locally uniformly in n:. 
From Theorem 4.4 we can deduce the nth root asymptotics for ¢*. 
Theorem 4.5. Suppose conditions (R) and (C) hold. Then 
l i rn  - 1 locally uniformly in D. 
Proof. Since in general an+l/an ~ 1 implies aln/n ~ 1, we have by Theorem 4.4(1), 
- 
lirnoo ~-7, (~-) = 1. 
From (4.3), we know that there exists a positive number .4 such that 
14, (o)1 >A > 0, n = 1,2 . . . . .  
(4.4) 
(4.5) 
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From (4.2) and since [(n(0)[ 2 = ]~,12, we have 
(DO 
1 .121 .(0)1 = + (1 - Iq  (0)l =, 
k=0 
Since ~0 [qSk(0)[ 2< oo, there exists a positive B such that [q~*(0)l ~<B. In combination with (4.5) 
this implies that 
l i rn  IqS*(0)l ~/n = 1. (4.6) 
Furthermore, for any z E 13, there exists an M > 0 such that M~< ]l -~ ,z ]  ~<2, which implies that 
lirnoo 11 -~nZ[ TM = 1 locally uniformly in D. (4.7) 
Finally, from (4.4), (4.6) and (4.7), the proof is achieved. [] 
To obtain root asymptotics for the 1~, ] we need to know more about the distribution of  the points 
c~k. Let us consider the normalized counting measure Vn ~ defined by 
Vn~ n 
j=l 
which assigns a point mass at ~j, taking into account he multiplicity of ~j. For any measure v, the 
logarithmic potential is defined as 
Vv(z) = - / '  log Iz - x I dv(x). 
n Obviously, we have for co,(z) = l-Ij=l(z - ej) that 
leOn(Z)] l/n = exp{-  Vv,~(z)}. 
Now assume that that v~ converges to some measure v~ in the weak star topology, which we denote 
as v,. ~ This convergence implies [23] 
n 
lirnoo ] (Dn(Z) [  TM = exp{-V~,(z)}, z E C - supp(v ~) 
and 
limsup[eo,(z)ll/"~< exp{-V~,(z)}, z C C 
n---+ oo  
where convergence is uniform on any compact subset of  the indicated region. Set 
z¢0. 
j= l  
Let v ~ be the measure associated with the point set ~ = {~,}~, just like v ~ was associated with the 
set ~. Note that from the definition of  V~ and V~, we have 
v ,(z)=-floglz-xldv:(x)=--1 ~log  Iz - ~j[ 
n j=l  
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and 
1 n 1 t /  = -floglz-4dv (x)-- - -  ~--~ log ]z - ~j[ = - -  ~-~ log [~ - ~j[ = V~(~). 
n j=~ n j=~ 
Therefore, Vv;(Z ) ---- V~(~). 
The introduction of  v ~ allows us to state that for any z - lE  C - ({0}  U supp(v~)) or equivalently 
for any z E C - ({0} U supp(va)) 
l i rn  I~n(Z)t  1In = ]Z[ l i rn  [~,(1/z)[ '/" = [z t exp{-Vv~(1/z)} ---- [z[ exp{-V~.(~)}. (4.8) 
Furthermore, l im,~ [TM0)[ u" -- 1 and 
lim sup [rc,(z)[ ~/" ~< Iz[ exp{-V~(~)}, z E C - {0}. (4.9) 
t/----* OO 
All this adds up the the following result. 
Lemma 4.6. Let B, denote the Blaschke products with zeros {~, . . .  ,~,). Suppose that for  the 
zero distribution we have v~ ~ Then 
n 
l im lB,(z)[ l/" = exp{)o(z)} and l im lB,(z)[ -1/" = exp{2(£,)} 
locally uniformly for  zE  C -- ({0} U supp (v ~) U supp (v~)) with 
/ x - z  (4.10) 2(z) -- log ](z(x)idv~(x), (z(X) = 1 - ~x" 
For z E C - {0} we have 
lim sup IB,(z )l 1/" <<. exp{2(z)} and lira sup IB,(z )I -'/" <<. exp{2(~)} 
n ----+ OO n ---+ OO 
Proof. We start with the first limit. For z C C - ({0) U supp (v ~) U supp (v~)) 
lim [B,(z)[ '/" = lim J~"(z)['/" - [ z [  -1 exp{-V~(z )+ V~(2)} 
while 
f log Ix - z ldv'(x) and V~(~) -- - f log ll - ~xldv~(x) ÷ log [z[, Vv4z ) 
we get the first result. 
The second limit is easily derived from the first one since 
lB,(I/2)[ = IB,,(z) l - -  1/IBn(z)l. 
The remaining inequalities follow similarly. [] 
Note that 2 (2)= -2(z) .  
For the sequence {q~,(z)} we have the following result. 
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y~.  Theorem 4.7. Assume conditions (R) and (C) hold and let v~ , Then we have locally uni- 
n 
formly in the indicated regions 
lijno  I¢.(z)l '/° = exp{2(z)}, zE E - supp(v~), (4.11) 
lim sup Idp,(z)] ~/" <<. exp{2(z)}, zE E, 
where 2(z) is as in (4.10). 
Proof. By taking the substar conjugate in Theorem 4.5 we deduce that 
1/, 
l i rn  B -~ = 1 locally uniformly in E. (4.12) 
Thus, the result follows by the previous lemma. [] 
As a simple illustrative example, we consider the situation where lim,~o~ ~, = a E D so that v ~ = fla. 
In this case supp (v ~) = {a} and supp (v ~) = {E}. Furthermore, 
V6o(z) = - f log Iz - xld6a(X ) = - log Iz a[ I 
and 
V6~(1/z ) = - J" log [1/z - ald6~ = - log [1/z - El = log Izl log 11 za[. I I 
Thus, we have uniformly on compact subsets of  ~-  {I/E), 
l ina Idp.(z)l ~/n = 121-1 exp{V~r(1/z) - V~(z)) 
= Iz[ -1 exp{log [z[ - log 11 - Ez[ + log [z - a[} 
__  z - -a  
So when a=0,  we have l im.~ [dpn(Z)[ ~/" = ]Z[. In particular, if an = 0 for all n, then ~b.(z) becomes 
the Szeg6 polynomial and the well-known result that 
l ina [~.(z)l 1/" = [z[ locally uniformly in ~: 
is recovered (cf. [1 1]). 
Next we prove nth root asymptotics for the paraorthogonal rational functions 
Q.(z , r . )  = ~p.(z)+'c.~p*(z), z.E-~. 
This will be used in Section 5. 
Theorem 4.8. Assume conditions (S) and (C) hoM and let v~ 
in the indicated regions 
, v ~. Then we have locally uniformly 
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(1) l imn~lQn(z ,  zn)l l/n= 1, zED.  
(2) l im.~ IQn(z,r.)l 1/" = exp{2(z)), zE E -- supp (v i) 
(3) lim sup .~ IQ.(z,z.)l '/" <<. exp{2(z)}, zE E 
Proof. For the first limit, we set 
(1 - ~.z)Q.(z, z.) 
Zn(Z) = ~)~n(O) 
Then for any z E D 
~n+l(Z) -- [(1 _~rt+lZ,)(j~n~+l(Z)(~)~(O)] [.'l~'rt+l L(~Jn-f-I(Z)/~_]_I(Z)] 
L ]L ~.+~.(z)/~,.(z) j=7.A.. 
Clearly, l im.~ 7. = 1 by Theorem 4.4, while 
1 -t4~.+~(z)/C+,(z)l<. IA.I ~< 1 + 14~n+l(z)/4~*n+~(z)l 
1 + IC~n(Z)/C~*(z)l 1 -149n(Z)/dp*(Z)l 
Since by Theorem 4.3, limn--.~ (gn(Z)/(9*(Z) = 0 locally uniformly in D, we find that lim.__.~ IA. I = 1. 
Thus, we have proved that l imn~ IZn+I(Z)/Z.(Z)I ---- 1 which implies that lim.__.~ IX.(z)l ~/n = 1. 
Now, since Q.(z, z.) = c~*(O)z.(z)/(1 -~ .z )  and l imn~ l1 -~.z l  1/" = 1 locally uniformly in D and 
l im.~ I~b*(0)l 1/" = 1, the proof follows. 
For the other two formulas we note that since q~.(z) ¢ 0 in E, we can write 
Q.(z, z.) = ~b.(z)[1 + "Cn~)~n(Z)/¢n(Z)]. 
This gives 
lO°(z)l[1 - 14,*(z)/¢.(z)l] <. IQ.(z, zn)l <~ lOn(Z)l[l + l~*(z)/~°(z)l] 
and, consequently, 
[~pn(z)ll/n[1 -- I~p*(z)/ck.(z)[] ~/n <<. IO.(z, zn)[ ~/n <<. 14~n(Z)[~/"[1 + Idp*(Z)/q~.(Z)[] 1/n. 
By Theorem 4.5, lim.~o~ (p*(z)/~p.(z) = 0 locally uniformly in E, which yields immediately 
lim.~oo ICOn(Z)[ 1In = limn__.~ Ian(z,~.)l ~/~. By Theorem 4.7, the proof is completed. [] 
Let us now see how the sequence {Qn(z, Zn)) behaves on the boundary T. We define 
[[Onllc~ • max [On(z, zn)[ = max [Qn(z, Zn)[. zET zEDuT 
Theorem 4.9. Assume conditions (S) and (C) hoM and let v~ 
l i ra  IlOn[[~" = 1. 
C. Then 
n 
Proof. Take zE D, then IQ.(z,~.)l ~ IlQ.l[oo and, therefore, 
IQ.(z, ~.)11/" ~ IIQ. II~" 
96 
and 
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• 1 In  
l im in f  ]Qn(z,'~n)] 1/n : lim IQn(z,z.)[ 1/" : 1 ~< hmsup ][Q.H~- (4.13) 
n---+ oo  n ----~ oo  n---~ oo  
Since ~ is compactly contained in D and hence & bounded away from T, it follows that Qn(z,~)E 
~,  having poles in ~ will be analytic in a disk of radius p > 1 for any n = l, 2,. . . .  Hence, we 
have 
]]Q,]]~ = max IQ,(z, zn)J<~ maxJQ,(z,%)], Tp = {zEC" ]z] = p}. 
zETUD zET;  
On the other hand, by Theorem 4.8(2), we have for zE T; C rV 
lijn IQ,(z, zn)l TM = exp{2(~)} -- 7(z). 
Thus for ~ > 0, there exists some no such that for all n > no 
I lQ° (z , z . ) l  I/° - •(z)l < 
or, equivalently, 
~(z)  - ~ < IQ . (z ,v . ) l  1/° < e + 7(z) .  
Hence, for sufficiently large n 
maxlO,(z,z,)l] /" <<. m%xIO,(z,z,)]l/" <<. max{e + ~,(z)}. 
Let 2 be a point in Tp where 7(z) reaches its maximum. Then 
-< [max '/" ~<~ + (4.14) II Q° II ~1/" -~ iQ . (z ,  7(2). 
LzE~ J 
From its definition (4.10), it follows that for any z = pe iO, limp__~l+ 2(~)= 0 and hence limp~l+ 
7(z)= 1. Thus by taking %, = pe i°, we can write by (4.14) 
lim sup ]]Q,[]~" ~< 1. (4.15) 
tl----+ OO 
Finally, by (4.13) and (4.15) the proof follows. [] 
5. Rates of convergence for MA, MPA and quadrature 
In this section, we show that the results obtained in the last section for the asymptotics of the 
orthogonal and paraorthogonal functions can be used to obtain the rate of convergence for MA 
to Fu(z). 
Let us start with the MAs R,(z,z,)  of order (n,n) which were already shown to be given by 
(3.16). Note that the zeros of the denominator are the zeros of the paraorthogonal functions, which 
are distinct and lie on ~-. Denote the approximation error as before by 
En(z, z,) = Fu(z) - R,(z, %). (5.1) 
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We are interested in obtaining 
lim sup I En (z, z. )1 l/n << ?(z). (5.2) 
n ----~ OO 
Clearly, the desirable property is that 7(z) is less than one if possible for all z c C - Y. We gave an 
expression for the error in Theorem 3.6 which involved the term 6. of (3.23). We can now prove 
the following: 
* v ~ Then for 6 n as defined in (3.23) Lemma 5.1. Let conditions (S) and (C) hoM and assume v] 
n 
we have 
lim sup [6n[ l/n <<. 1. 
n---*oo 
Proof. Since ~ is compactly contained in D, there is some positive constant M such that 16.1 
MIIQ.II~. Because M 1/" ~ 1 and by Theorem 4.9, I IO.l l~ ~ ~ 1, the lemma is proved. [] 
The main result of this section is the following: 
* F~t. Theorem 5.2. Assume conditions (S) and (C) hold and let v~ ~ Then we have the followin9 
estimates for the convergence rates for the MA R.(z,z.) to the function F~(z) 
(1) For all zE D" l imsup.~ IEn(z,z.)l 1/~ <. exp{2(z)} < 1; 
(2) For all zc~_: lim sup._~ IEn(z,~.)l'/n<~ exp{~(~)}  < 1, ~ = 1/~, 
where 2(z) is as in (4.10). 
Proof. In this proof, we drop z. to simplify the notation. We use (3.22) to get 
E,(z) = ~](z)QZ(z) ~ ~ n ~  ~ z)  -}- 6n " 
We consider first the case z E D. Then with t = e ~° 
,E.(z)l<~2,z, °gn-l(Z) rC"-l(z) l [ ~ rcn(t) ztn(t) d#(0) + 16nl] 
7~n(Z ) ~n(Z) Ian2(Z)l ~_= ~._ , ( t )  O)n_l(t ) ~ " 
Thus, there exists a positive M (which does not depend on n) such that 
IE.(z)l'/"<~ M'/" (Dn_l(Z)1In ~n_l(Z ) 1In 1 (Sn..~_16nl)l/n (5.3) 
~n(Z) ~n(Z) [O2.(z)lV" 
with 
I 7Zn(t) 7z.(t) 
s .  = IIQ.211~ max = IIQ.~ll~ max l1 -  ~ntL 2 
toy ~,- l(t)  co,_l(t) ,cv 
because IB,_l(t)l = 1 almost everywhere on T. Because ~ is compactly contained in D, l im,~ 
max,cv I1 -~nt l  2/n = 1 and we also know by Theorem 4.9 that limsuPn~o ~ IIQ, II~" = 1. Thus 
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limn--.o~ S~/n -- 1. We recall that also lim supn~o o 16n[ tin ~< 1 by Lemma 5.1. Note that for any sequence 
of positive numbers uch that 
lim sup aln/n = a and lim sup b~/n ~ b, 
we have lim sup,__.oo(a, +bn)  TM = max{a,b} and also l imn~ aln/n_m ~ a, so that it follows from (5.3) 
that 
limsup [En(z)[ 1In <~ limsup 09n-l(Z) 1/,, = lim 109"-1(z)11/" 
n---+oo n---*oo 7Zn(Z ) n---*oo [~n_ l ( z ) [ l /n  
= lijnoo IO._111/"= exp{2(z)}. 
Since supp(v ~) is compactly contained in D, we have for zE ~) and x E supp(v ~) that the Blaschke 
factor satisfies 
Z--X 
< r (z )  < 1. 
Therefore, 2(z) < 0 and the proof is complete for z E D. 
Next we consider zE N:. From (5.3) we see that 
{ ~On-l(Z) l/n 1 } 
limn~o~sup IE.(z)l 1/. ~< n---*oolim rc,(z) iOn2(z)ll/" . (5.4) 
By Theorem 4.8, 
lim IOn(z)[ 1/~ = exp{2(z)}, eEL  
n---* oo 
Using also Lemma 4.6, we see that (5.4) becomes 
1 
limn~o~sup [En(z)[ 1/n ~ lim.~o~sup [Bn(z)[ l/n " limn....ooSUp [z - O~n[ 1In "exp{-22(z)} 
---- exp{-2(z)} = exp{2(~)} < 1. 
We have used that for z E I z and the ~ complactly contained in ~) it should be clear that lim,__,~ 
[z - ~, 11/" -- 1. This completes the proof for z E ~:. [] 
As an example, we consider again the case where lim,~oo ~, = a E ~). Then v~(t) = 6a and 
 (z)=flog dfa- - log  
Thus, 
limsup [En(z)lV"<<. z - a <1,  zE•,  
n---* oo 
and 
linm_,suPiE"(z)lVn<~ ~-a  < 1, zEL  
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Observe that when ~k --- a for all k = 1,2,.. . ,  i.e., in the case where only two points are used 
in the approximation, then the modified approximants are almost (one interpolation condition short) 
two-point Pad6 approximents. In that case we obtain the same result as in the case of a fixed limit. 
Thus if the ~k tend to a fixed point a E ~, then from an asymptotic point of view, the MA for the 
multipoint case behave similar to the MA for the two-point case a and 1/~. If in particular a = 0, 
then the sequences of modified approximants for the two-point case, studied by Jones et al. [19] 
arise. It was proved in their paper that these converge locally uniformly in C - ~-. We have added 
to their result that the convergence is geometric. See also [17]. Note also that, just as one would 
expect, the best rate is achieved for points z close to a and 1/~. 
Recall that in Section 3 it was shown that the rational functions 
~,.(z) and R~(z) -  ~. . (z)  _ tfi.*(z) 
/?n(z)- 4>.(z) 4,..(z) &(z) 
represent MPAs for F~(z) of balanced order (n, n + 1 ) and (n + 1, n), respectively. Rn(z) is analytic in 
and R~(z) is analytic in ~ for all n = 1,2, . . . .  In [3] it was proved that both sequences {Rff(z)} 
and {Rn(z)} converge locally uniformly to F~(z). The first one in 13 and the second one in I z. Now 
we add to this the rate of convergence. 
:¢ 
Theorem 5.3. Assume conditions (S) and (C) hold and let v~ ~ v ~. Let 
n 
En(Z) = F. (Z)  -- R . (Z)  = F . ( z )  + - -  ~9n(Z) and End(Z) = F~(z) - R~(z )  = F~(z) ~9*(z) 
4) n(Z) (~*. (Z)" 
Then for z in compact subsets of  the indicated reyions: 
(1) l imsup,~ IEX(z)ll/n~ exp{2(z)}, zE D, 
(2) lim sup ,~ IEn(z)I 'In <. exp{2(~)}, zC IF, 
where 2(z) is as in (4.10). 
Proof. By using a substar conjugate, part (1) is immediately obtained from part (2). We thus only 
have to prove the second part. The latter follows from the error expression (3.24) using arguments 
which are practically the same as used in the proof of Theorem 5.2. [] 
Remark. In [22, Theorem 7] Pan formulates a similar result for an arbitrary measure. His proof is 
based on the fact that a certain expression An(z) satisfies An(z) 1/n ----+ 1 locally uniformly. Therefore, 
it was shown that An(z) is uniformly bounded from above, but we were not able to prove in our 
situation that it is uniformly bounded away from zero. 
We should note however that it is possible to prove the previous theorem assuming only the 
conditions (B) and v] , v ~. See [13, Theorem 9.10.2]. This however equires different echniques 
n 
which are too remote from the thread of the current paper to include it here. A similar remark can 
be made about the next theorem. 
To end this section, we give the rate of convergence for the R-Szeg6 quadrature formulas intro- 
duced in Section 3. We now prove 
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Theorem 5.4. Let {%} be a 9iven sequence of complex numbers on T. For each n : 1,2 . . . . .  let 
{Xj, n}7=l be the zeros of the paraorthogonal rational functions Qn(z,z,) and consider the corre- 
spondin9 R-Szegb" formulas In{f} of (3.11 ). Then, under the same conditions as in the previous 
theorems it holds that 
l imsup II~{f} - In{f}l TM <~p < 1 
n -----> OG 
for any analytic function f in a domain G E f#, and where p = max{pl, P2} with 
p~ = max exp{A(z)}, p2 = max exp{2(1/~)}, 
zEF f lD  zEFA¢: 
2(z) as in (4.10) and F = dG the boundary of G. 
Proof. From (3.15), we can ensure that there exists a positive constant M such that 
Ilu { f}  - In {f}[  ~<M( max IF~(z) - F,(z)l ), 
zEF  
where Fn(z) is the MA for Fu of order (n,n) with poles {xj, n}~=l. Thus for all zEF  M 9,  we have 
by Theorem 5.2 (1) 
lim sup I I ,{ f}  - ln{f}l v" <<. lim sup r max IF,(z) - F,(z)l ~/n] 
n---*c~ n--~x~ LzEFfqD 
~< max l imsup IFu(z) - Fn(z)I TM 
zEFND n---*~ 
= max exp{2(z)} = Pl, 
zEFN~ 
where 2(z) is given by (4.10). I f zEF  fq ~:, one can use the second part of  Theorem 5.2 to deduce 
in a similar way that 
lim sup IIu{f} - l ,{ f} l  ~/n <<. max exp{2(1/~)} = P2. 
n---*oo zEFfqE 
The proof now follows. [] 
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